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actions in increasing vaccination rates with the goal of reducing vaccine-preventable disease.
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● Context

Immunizations are among the top 10 great public health achievements of the 20th century for their success in realizing substantial declines in cases, hospitalizations, deaths, and health care costs associated with vaccine-preventable diseases.\(^1,2\) In the United States, population-based vaccine delivery requires collaboration of public and private health care providers with local, state, and federal governments and public health agencies.\(^3\) Efforts to achieve and maintain high levels of vaccine coverage in the population require implementation and coordination of a wide range of public policy, health system, and community-based interventions.

Ensuring well-coordinated activities to foster high immunization coverage levels is dependent on the availability of timely, accurate, and complete information pertaining to vaccinations received by members of a population.\(^4\) Immunization information systems (IISs) provide a potentially powerful tool to allow collaboration between vaccination providers and public health agencies and for coordination of population-based interventions. They are confidential, population-based, computerized databases that record all vaccinations for use in assessments of coverage and program operations and in guiding public health action to improve vaccination rates.

The development of IISs in the United States, which began in the 1970s, has been spurred by funding from federal, state, and private institutions and aided by policy recommendations and program standards disseminated by the National Vaccine Advisory Committee since 1999.\(^6\) The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) makes annual revisions to the IIS Functional Standards based on input from a variety of technical experts, which are disseminated to IIS partners, nationally (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/func-stds.html). In 2011, 55 of 56 US state and city immunization grantees used an IIS.\(^5\)

Since 2001 in the United States, a subset of IISs with higher levels of child participation and provider site reporting has participated in a collaboration with the CDC as part of the “IIS Sentinel Site Project” both to conduct population-based vaccination studies using IIS data and to implement systematic data quality improvement activities (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/activities/sentinel-sites.html). From 2001 to 2003, 8 IISs (Arizona, District of Columbia, Michigan, New York City, Oklahoma, Oregon, San Antonio, and Utah) participated in a pilot project. Sentinel Site grant funds were awarded to 6 sites (Arizona, District of Columbia, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, and Oregon) for the 2004-2007 project period, 7 states (Arizona, Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, Oregon, and Wisconsin) and 1 city (New York City) for the 2008-2012 project period, and 6 sites (Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, New York City, Oregon, and Wisconsin) for the 2013-2017 project period. Sentinel Site grant funds were awarded on the basis of established data quality measures including:

- 85% or more of children younger than 19 years have 2 or more immunization records in the IIS;
- 85% or more of vaccine provider sites are enrolled in the IIS; and
- 70% or more of vaccine doses administered in the Sentinel Site area are submitted to and processed by the IIS within 30 days of administration.

A number of countries, including Australia, Canada, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Scotland, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, in addition to the United States, have implemented stand-alone IISs or incorporated vaccination data into a more comprehensive medical record system. One stand-alone IIS with capabilities and activities similar to US systems is the Australian Childhood Immunisation Register (ACIR) (http://www.humanservices.gov.au/customer/services/medicare/australian-childhood-immunisation-register). The ACIR is a national register administered by Medicare Australia that covers children younger than 7 years, with participation rates at 99%.\(^7\)

Considerable costs are associated with IISs, because the systems require time and effort of participating vaccination providers, as well as ongoing staffing and financial support from state and federal partners. As both programs and providers work to balance the utility and value of IIS with these infrastructure and participation costs, an assessment of IIS capabilities and effectiveness in improving immunization rates and preventing vaccine-preventable disease is especially important.

● Evidence Acquisition

Community Guide methods (http://www.thecommunityguide.org/about/methods.html) were used to
conduct this systematic review to determine the effectiveness of IIS in increasing vaccination rates, reducing vaccine-preventable disease, or enhancing vaccination program capabilities. Briefly, a coordination team* (“the team”) was constituted, including subject matter experts from various agencies, organizations, and academic institutions, together with qualified systematic reviewers. For this review, the team included CDC staff from Immunization Information Systems Support Branch in the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, CDC field staff, immunization staff working at state health departments, and individuals within academic institutions and health care systems. The team worked under the oversight of the Community Preventive Services Task Force (Task Force), an independent, nonfederal, unpaid panel of public health experts.

For each Community Guide systematic review, the team (i) establishes a conceptual approach to assess the evidence of effectiveness of a given intervention in improving health at the population level; (ii) develops an analytic framework depicting interrelationships among interventions, populations, and outcomes; (iii) systematically searches for and retrieves evidence; (iv) evaluates the strengths and limitations of the body of evidence; (v) summarizes the evidence on effectiveness and calculates summary measures, if possible, for health-related outcomes; (vi) concludes on public health benefits from the intervention of interest; (vii) summarizes information on applicability (ie, the extent to which conclusions are generalizable to diverse population segments and settings in the US context), economic impact, additional benefits, potential harms, and considerations for implementation; and (viii) identifies important evidence gaps.

The Task Force considers results from the review process taking into account the population-level importance of the overall body of evidence, effect estimates, and supporting information to reach consensus conclusions on recommendations for public health practice and policy. Task Force options include recommending the use of an intervention (practice or policy), recommending against use, or finding that evidence available is insufficient to determine effectiveness.

Conceptual approach and analytic framework

The analytic framework (Figure) postulates the impact of IIS on a wide range of vaccination provider and public health outcomes. Based on timely and complete reporting from vaccination providers, IISs maintain consolidated immunization histories, which can be retrieved in clinical settings to determine appropriate vaccinations for clients. IISs have the ability to support providers through provider reminder functions (also referred to as clinical decision support systems for immunizations, or CDSi), generation of reminder/recall notices for clients, and provision of data to support assessment and feedback interventions efficiently. School systems can use IIS records to determine whether students meet entry requirements. At the population level, IISs can be used to assess local vaccination coverage levels or to assist during disease outbreaks, public health emergencies, or vaccine shortage situations to identify individuals in need of vaccination. In addition, IISs can be used in vaccine management and accountability, in tracking of vaccine safety issues, and in the evaluation of vaccine effectiveness.

In this review, IISs were also considered for their ability to support additional vaccination-related interventions and to enhance or expand vaccination program capabilities. These included 3 interventions previously reviewed and recommended by the Task Force on the basis of evidence of effectiveness in increasing vaccination rates:

- Client reminder and recall notices, disseminated either through mail or by phone, used to remind members of a target population that vaccinations are due (reminders) or late (recall).
- Provider assessment and feedback, which involves, retrospectively, evaluating the performance of providers in delivering 1 or more vaccinations to a client population and giving providers feedback on their performance.
- Provider reminder systems (or CDSi), used to prompt providers about due or past due vaccinations for a client being seen.

Each of these interventions was found to be effective as a stand-alone intervention (http://www.thecommunityguide.org/vaccines/index.html); this review, however, assessed effectiveness of implementing each intervention through the use of an IIS or a population-based vaccination database.

Research questions

The review team generated the following research questions for this review:
FIGURE Analytic Framework for Review of IISs, Which Postulates the Impact of IIS on a Wide Range of Vaccination Provider and Public Health Outcomes

1. How effective are IISs in creating or supporting interventions to increase vaccination rates or reduce vaccine-preventable disease?
2. Do IISs effectively support public health efforts to determine client vaccination status to inform decisions by clinicians, health care systems, and schools?
3. Do IISs effectively support public health responses to outbreaks of vaccine-preventable disease?
4. Do IISs inform assessments of vaccination coverage, missed vaccination opportunities, invalid dose administration, and disparities?
5. Do IISs facilitate vaccine management and accountability?

Search for evidence

The following databases were searched for this review: The Cochrane Library; MEDLINE; CINAHL; PsycINFO; ERIC; Sociological Abstracts; Web of Knowledge; EMBASE; and CAB International. The search period was January 1994 to April 2011. Details of the search strategy are available (see the Appendix). Reference lists of retrieved articles and reviews were also searched, and subject matter experts were consulted to identify studies that might have been missed.

The team also decided to include an assessment of unpublished US literature, in the form of conference abstracts, in order to capture more recent information about how IISs are being used to support vaccination-related interventions and expand vaccination program capabilities in the United States. Abstracts presented at 4 selected conferences (Immunization Registry Conference; National Immunization Conference; Pediatric Academic Society; Vaccine University) in the United States in the period from January 2002 to April 2011 were screened and relevant evidence was included in this review. Because abstracts, in general, provided only summaries of
information typically evaluated as part of the Community Guide assessment of study quality of execution, the team decided not to conduct quality assessments of included studies in this review in favor of an overall assessment of limitations in the included evidence.

**Inclusion criteria**

To qualify as a candidate for inclusion in this review, a study had to:

- Evaluate the effectiveness of an IIS or population-based vaccination database, or the effectiveness of an intervention generated from an IIS, or describe an IIS capability linked to increasing vaccination rates or reducing vaccine-preventable disease.
- Be conducted in a high-income country,* be a primary research publication or US conference abstract, and be published in English.
- Report 1 or more quantitative outcomes (changes in vaccination rates, coverage, or uptake; reductions in missed opportunities) or describe system capabilities linked to increasing vaccinations or reducing vaccine-preventable disease.

Included studies focused on IISs or other population-based vaccination databases intended to consolidate immunization data from all participating providers in a geographic area. This review did not include studies evaluating encounter-based data systems and electronic health records (EHRs) as primary data sources based on team and Task Force concerns about applicability of that evidence to current IISs.

**Assessing and summarizing evidence on effectiveness**

Each study that met the inclusion criteria was read by 2 reviewers who used standardized criteria to abstract study details and assess the suitability of study design.8 Uncertainties and disagreements between reviewers were reconciled by consensus among review team members. Studies that collected data on exposed and comparison populations prospectively were classified as having the greatest design suitability. Those that collected data retrospectively or lacked a comparison group, but conducted multiple pre- and postmeasurements on their study population(s), were rated as having moderate design suitability. Studies with least suitable designs were cross-sectional studies and those that involved only a single pre- or postmeasurement in the intervention population, as well as studies providing descriptions of program capabilities or the use of an IIS for vaccination-related decisions by clinicians, health systems, schools, and public health agencies.

Studies meeting inclusion criteria were categorized into appropriate evidence categories, described later, for abstraction and assessment. Articles providing unique effect estimates or descriptions of program capabilities were considered as distinct studies within this review, even when the information came from an evaluation of the same immunization information system or vaccination database. Most study findings were organized and summarized in a narrative format. In a few categories, studies provided quantitative measurements of change in vaccination rates, and for this evidence, effect estimates were calculated as absolute percentage point change and summary estimates included the median effect estimate and the interquartile interval.

**● Economic Evaluation**

An independent Community Guide review of the economic evidence regarding IISs was carried out. Findings are described elsewhere (Patel et al, in press, 2014).

**● Evidence Synthesis**

**Body of evidence of included studies**

The review included 108 published articles and 132 conference abstracts for a total of 240 studies in 9 assessment categories:

1. Overall effects on vaccination rates;
2. Assessments of IIS-supported interventions to increase vaccination rates;
3. Use of IIS in vaccination-related decisions by clinicians, schools, and health care systems;
4. IIS-supported outbreak and public health emergency responses;
5. IIS for vaccine ordering, inventory, and accountability;
6. IIS to assess vaccine safety and effectiveness;
7. IIS as a tool for public health decision support;

---

*Countries with high-income economies as defined by the World Bank are Andorra, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Australia, Austria, The Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Faeroe Islands, Finland, France, French Polynesia, Germany, Greece, Greenland, Guam, Hong Kong (China), Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man, Israel, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Kuwait, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Macao (China), Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands, Netherlands Antilles, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Puerto Rico, Qatar, San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad and Tobago, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, and Virgin Islands (United States).
8. IIS integrated with other child health information systems; and
9. IIS as contributing to change in documentation.

Sixteen articles had study designs of greatest suitability, and the remaining 224 studies had moderate (n = 36) and least (n = 188) suitable designs. Most studies (n = 209) evaluated systems in the United States, 26 studies examined the national system in Australia, and 5 studies evaluated other national systems. Of the US studies, 108 articles (52%) described actions and capabilities of systems within the IIS Sentinel Site program (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/activities/sentinel-sites.html).

Effectiveness

Overall effects on vaccination rates

Two studies, both of least suitable designs, evaluated the association of IISs with changes in vaccination rates.9,10 The first study documented changes in vaccination rates among children following implementation of the ACIR in 1996.9 Following the linkage of ACIR participation with parental and provider financial incentives in 1998 and inclusion of immunizations administered overseas in 2001, reported rates for full immunization among children aged 24 months in Australia increased from 64% in 1997 to 92.7% in 2007. The second article, a cross-sectional study conducted in the United States, evaluated the association between practice use of an IIS and likelihood of children being up-to-date. Practices using an IIS between 2004 and 2006 did not have significantly higher coverage levels than those practices not using an IIS.10

Assessments of IIS-supported interventions to increase vaccination rates

The search identified 47 studies evaluating or describing at least 1 of 3 specific interventions to increase vaccinations supported directly by an IIS or population-based vaccination database: (1) client reminder and recall notices; (2) provider assessment and feedback activities; and (3) provider reminder systems.

Client reminder and recall—Thirty studies evaluated effectiveness of client reminder and recall notices generated from an IIS or vaccination database. All but one study were conducted in the United States. Thirteen studies, 9 of greatest suitability of design, were published in peer-reviewed journals,21-23 and 17 studies, 5 studies of greatest suitability and 12 studies of moderate or least suitable design, were presented as conference abstracts.

Thirteen studies,12-19,24,25,27-29 with 16 study arms provided measurements of change in vaccination rates with a median absolute percentage point improvement of 6 percentage points (pct pts; interquartile interval, 4-7 pct pts). The remaining 17 studies,11,20-23,26,30-46 provided descriptive information about the use of IIS data to generate reminder/recall notices; 2 studies described using the IIS to recall children during a measles outbreak, and 3 studies recalled children who had received doses of a subpotent or recalled vaccine.

Provider assessment and feedback—A total of 15 studies, 14 US and 1 Australian, evaluated the use of IIS data to assess provider vaccination performance within an assessment and feedback intervention. Three studies, one of greatest suitability of design,15 were published in peer-reviewed journals,15,41,42 and 12 studies, 11 of least suitable design, were presented as conference abstracts.33-54

Five included studies,35,44,46,49,53 provided measurements of change in vaccination rates and observed a median absolute percentage point increase of 9 pct pts (range, 5-15 pct pts). The 10 remaining studies,34-43,45,47,48,50-52,54 provided descriptions of IIS-generated assessments, with 3 studies,16,45,54 using IIS data to identify invalid doses administered to clients and 2 studies describing time saved by using an IIS compared with the previous practice of pulling and reviewing charts within the provider practice.

Provider reminders—Three US studies,35-37 all conference abstracts of least suitable design, described or evaluated the use of IIS-generated reminders to vaccination providers. One study56 evaluated effectiveness of a provider reminder system in increasing vaccination rates in a provider practice and found an absolute percentage point increase of 14.2 pct pts. Two studies described the use of Web-based IIS features as reminders to providers on vaccine availability and updated recommendations for administration of a pandemic influenza vaccine.

Use of IIS in vaccination-related decisions by clinicians, schools, and health care systems

The search identified 14 US studies,68-71 evaluating or describing the use of IIS by vaccination providers, schools and day cares, or health care systems. All 14 studies were conference abstracts of least suitable design.

Use of IIS by vaccination providers—No studies identified in this review specifically evaluated or described the use of IIS by individual vaccination providers in making clinical decisions about client vaccinations. No evidence was identified in this review to inform an assessment of IIS access and frequency of use in clinical settings and to examine IIS use and clinical outcomes such as coverage rates and timeliness.
Use of IIS by schools and child care centers (day cares)—Ten US studies,\textsuperscript{56-60,63,64,66,68-72} all conference abstracts of least suitable design, described IIS interactions with schools and day cares. One abstract\textsuperscript{63} quantified school use of an IIS to print out certificates of immunization status. Eight abstracts\textsuperscript{59-60,64,66,68,69,71} described how inclusion of school and day care data in the IIS helped improve data completeness and accuracy, thereby becoming a more useful tool for assessing student immunization status. The remaining abstract\textsuperscript{70} described the use of the state IIS to determine whether the IIS included records of children with school-documented vaccine exemptions receiving the exempted vaccine.

Use of IIS by health care systems—Four studies\textsuperscript{61,62,65,67} all of least suitable design, described the use of a state IIS by a health care system. One published study\textsuperscript{65} and 2 abstracts\textsuperscript{62,67} described the use of IIS data for quality measurements including HEDIS (Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set) reporting; one of these studies adopted the IIS as the vaccination database. One abstract\textsuperscript{65} described the use of an IIS to screen and vaccinate health care workers on-site.

**IIS-supported outbreak and public health emergency responses**

Eighteen US studies, 4 of moderate suitability of design\textsuperscript{72-75} and 14 of least suitable design,\textsuperscript{38,40,55,76-86} evaluated or described the use of IIS in responses to outbreaks of vaccine-preventable disease or other public health emergencies. Three abstracts examined the use of IIS data to identify residents for targeted recall notices during outbreaks of measles\textsuperscript{39,40} and hepatitis A.\textsuperscript{78} For example, the New York City IIS was used to recall more than 7000 children younger than 5 years who were not fully vaccinated with the measles vaccine. Four conference abstracts\textsuperscript{72-74,80} and 1 published study\textsuperscript{75} described the use of IIS data in retrospective assessments of vaccination status or uptake following outbreaks of pertussis to determine whether providers complied with recommendations to use the accelerated vaccination schedule of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices. Seven conference abstracts\textsuperscript{56,77,79,81,82,84,86} described provider participation, client management, vaccine distribution, or reporting outcomes related to the use of IIS for vaccine allocation during the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic. Finally, 2 published studies\textsuperscript{56,85} and 1 abstract\textsuperscript{85} described the use of IIS data in vaccination decisions for clients displaced by Hurricane Katrina, quantifying substantial benefits attributable to reductions in unnecessary vaccinations. One assessment\textsuperscript{85} projected a total savings of $13.1 million in vaccine and administration fees by using IIS to retrieve vaccination histories and avoid overimmunization of individuals in areas affected by Hurricane Katrina.

**IIS for vaccine ordering, inventory, and accountability**

Fourteen studies,\textsuperscript{86-99} all of least suitable design, provided descriptions of the use of IIS in facilitating vaccine ordering, inventory monitoring, and vaccine-related accountability. In 10 studies, the focus was on inventory management of vaccines available through the federally funded Vaccines for Children (VFC) program (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/vfc/index.html). One published study\textsuperscript{94} and 2 conference abstracts\textsuperscript{86,92} described the application of VFC vaccine tracking requirements for vaccination providers for H1N1 monovalent influenza vaccine doses during the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic. Six abstracts\textsuperscript{87,89,90,93,95,99} described modules for vaccine ordering within their IISs to improve vaccination provider accountability for VFC vaccine doses received. Four pilot studies described challenges\textsuperscript{96} and successes\textsuperscript{88,91,98} with the integration of the VFC-required Vaccine Tracking System (VTrckS) within existing IIS. Finally, 1 conference abstract\textsuperscript{97} described the use of IIS to facilitate billing for non-VFC doses to private insurers.

**IIS to assess vaccine safety and effectiveness**

Seventeen studies\textsuperscript{100-116} of least suitable design (12 in the United States) described the use of IIS in assessment of, or response to, vaccine safety issues or in evaluation of vaccine effectiveness. Four published studies\textsuperscript{103,111,113,115} and 1 conference abstract\textsuperscript{116} described activities related to vaccine safety. The abstract described implementation of a targeted recall of potentially contaminated vaccine in a large metropolitan area, where IIS data were used to identify both affected vaccination providers and patients.\textsuperscript{116} Three published studies described tracking of adverse events related to administration of the H1N1 monovalent influenza vaccine,\textsuperscript{113} the inadvertent administration of anthrax vaccine to pregnant women,\textsuperscript{111} the association between MMR (measles-mumps-rubella) and DTP (diphtheria and tetanus toxoids and pertussis) vaccines and adverse events,\textsuperscript{103} and the introduction of a new meningococcal vaccine in New Zealand.\textsuperscript{115} Vaccine effectiveness assessments, typically involving comparison of IIS immunization records with disease or illness case reports, were described in 12 studies.\textsuperscript{100-102,104-110,112,114} Two published studies examined general feasibility issues for US systems,\textsuperscript{106,110} but the remaining studies described evaluations of specific vaccines, including rotavirus vaccine (4 published studies and 1 abstract),\textsuperscript{101,102,104,112,114} pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (1 abstract),\textsuperscript{108} influenza vaccine in children (2 published studies),\textsuperscript{100,105} Haemophilus
**influenzae** type b (Hib) vaccine (1 published study), \(^{107}\) and meningococcal vaccine (1 published study). \(^{109}\)

**IIS as a tool for public health decision support**

The studies categorized in this section described IIS capabilities to provide information, such as vaccination rates or coverage trends, which might prompt additional public health intervention.

A total of 110 studies, 2 of greatest suitability\(^{14,117}\) and 108 of moderate or least suitable design,\(^*\) were identified; 83 were conducted in the United States. Evidence included 57 published articles,\(^{11,14,107,109,117-169}\) and 53 conference abstracts,\(^\dagger\) which examined the use of IIS data in assessments of vaccination coverage for a wide range of vaccines and target populations. Within this body of evidence, most reports described IIS-based assessments of vaccination coverage in specific populations, including 32 published studies and 19 abstracts.\(^\delta\)

Four studies\(^{154-157}\) published in the *MMWR Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report* provided influenza vaccination coverage estimates using data from participating IIS Sentinel Sites within 3 months of the end of the influenza season. Prior to 2010, estimates of influenza vaccination coverage, assessed using data from the National Immunization Survey (NIS) or the National Health Interview Survey, were not published until the year after the most recent influenza season. Thirty-two studies (13 published, 19 abstracts)\(^\#\) described IIS assessments in higher-risk individuals and populations. In 9 studies\(^\parallel\) (1 published\(^{141}\)), IIS records were used to assess potential disparities in vaccination coverage rates by neighborhood (“pockets of need”) or population characteristic. IIS records informed assessment of the uptake of a new vaccine recommendation in 10 published studies\(^\|\) and 6 abstracts.\(^{114,171,176,178,182,198}\)

IIS-based assessments of age-appropriate and series completion rates were reported in 4 published studies\(^{127,130,144,162}\) and 5 abstracts.\(^{51,154,176,189,193}\) Missed opportunities were estimated, typically by comparing rates of simultaneous receipt of recommended vaccinations, in 4 studies.\(^{134,135,158,208}\) Four published studies\(^{11,120,168,169}\) evaluated vaccination coverage and provider compliance with interim recommendations during vaccine shortages. Finally, 1 abstract\(^{236}\) evaluated the extent of overimmunization among US children, as documented in 6 Sentinel Site IISs.

**IIS integrated with other child health information systems**

Eight US studies,\(^{217-224}\) all of least suitable design, discussed integration of additional child health data into an existing IIS. Two published articles\(^{220,221}\) described Michigan’s experience with determining which systems were appropriate to integrate with the Michigan IIS, as well as steps taken to move legislation in support of allowing data to be used for public health purposes beyond immunizations. One published article and 2 abstracts describe the successful integration of immunization data with other data sources in New York City,\(^{223}\) New Jersey,\(^{222}\) and San Diego.\(^{217}\) The linkages described include blood lead levels, Early Hearing Detection and Intervention screening, and a body mass index calculation chart. Three other articles\(^{138,199,244}\) describe the importance of moving toward integrated child health information systems from the perspective of how it can improve health care providers’ abilities to be more fully informed and effective in client management.

**IIS as contributing to change in documentation**

IIS data quality issues were evaluated in 15 published studies\(^{106,190,225-237}\) and 9 abstracts.\(^{238-246}\) Twenty-one studies compared the completeness of individual IIS vaccination records with medical records,\(^*\) the NIS,\(^{232,239,246}\) or parental report.\(^{227,228,243}\) Thirteen of these studies\(^\|\) were published between 2000 and 2006, and 2 abstracts\(^{239,245}\) were published between 2010 and 2011. In 8 studies,\(^{228-232,234,237,245}\) individual immunization assessments were more complete when the IIS or registry record was combined with medical record data; however, this statement was often paired with the conclusion that IIS data were incomplete and not adequate as stand-alone data sources for assessments of coverage in studies conducted prior to 2007. Three studies\(^{230,231,234}\) examined the impact on vaccination rates of aggregating private and public health department immunization data into a regional registry with a demonstration project that resulted in a registry comprising a vast network of practices in the Denver metropolitan area. In 3 studies,\(^{232,239,246}\) IIS coverage estimates were compared with estimates from the NIS. One study\(^{246}\) found that IIS provided comparable coverage to the NIS for birth-dose hepatitis B coverage. Two other studies,\(^{222,239}\) found individual vaccination coverage to be higher in the NIS than in the IIS, and rates were highest when data sources were pooled.

\*References 11, 33, 34, 36, 51, 54, 107, 109, 114, 118-216.
\|References 33, 34, 36, 51, 54, 114, 158, 170-216.
\#References 117, 118, 121, 122, 124, 125, 131-133, 138-140, 143, 145-149, 151-161, 163, 166, 167.
\*References 170, 172-175, 183-185, 187, 188, 191, 197, 199, 201, 203, 205, 212-214.
\#References 32, 36, 141, 192, 194-196, 200, 204.
\*References 109, 123, 128, 129, 134, 135, 137, 144, 150, 165.
\*References 106, 190, 225, 226, 228, 229, 233, 235, 237, 238, 240-242, 244, 245.
\|References 225-229, 232, 233, 235, 237, 241-244.
Applicability of findings

Findings from the included evidence were considered for applicability to IIS as implemented in the United States. Most included studies (n = 209) described or evaluated US systems, with 166 reporting vaccination outcomes. Published studies included 1 or more assessments from 32 of 53 US systems (60%). Sentinel Site programs (IISs with higher levels of data completeness, provider participation, and system capabilities) contributed 108 (52%) of the US studies. Most US studies examined IIS activities regarding children and vaccinations within the childhood series, whereas only 33 of 166 articles (20%) reporting vaccination outcomes described the use of IIS for adolescents and 12 (7%) described the use of IIS for adult populations, with most studies focused on influenza vaccination. Few studies provided any information on demographic characteristics of the study population such as race/ethnicity, income, education, or insurance status.

Overall, the included studies provide evidence on capabilities that should be applicable to most US IISs, especially as systems achieve levels of provider and client participation demonstrated by Sentinel Site programs. Evidence is broadly applicable to IIS activities regarding vaccinations as part of the childhood series.

Many studies highlighted the benefits of an IIS for tracking vaccine delivery to children eligible for the VFC program; VFC offers no-cost vaccines to children and adolescents through 18 years of age who are uninsured, underinsured, or Medicaid-enrolled or are American Indian or Alaskan Native. Providers participating in the VFC program are required to document the eligibility of participants and track all administered VFC doses, a requirement that is often fulfilled by using an IIS. IISs are also being used to track vaccine inventory, a benefit that can be realized among VFC and non-VFC participating providers, as described in several included studies. As more providers make improvements in vaccine accountability and inventory management, the applicability of IIS to fully represent all children, regardless of eligibility status, is also improved.

Other benefits and harms

In addition to the benefits realized through integration of IIS with other child health information systems (eg, newborn screening, body mass index assessments), described earlier, there are benefits that may come with the ongoing expansion of IIS to life span systems. As more IISs incorporate vaccine administration data for adults, either through enrolling vaccination providers that serve adults or as individuals already enrolled in the IIS age into adulthood, the capabilities of IIS will become more universally applicable to individuals of all ages. Incomplete or delayed reporting of vaccination records might result in overvaccination of some clients with fragmented care, although this potential outcome is not unique to IIS and is likely to be even more common in the absence of a centralized data source.}

Considerations for implementation

As summarized earlier, the studies and outcomes included in this review describe program actions and capabilities that could be adopted or enhanced by other US IISs.

Included studies also describe a number of barriers to the implementation and operation of IISs. Many systems rely on voluntary participation of vaccination providers, with IIS data completeness (and subsequent utility) dependent on the extent and timeliness of provider reporting. In the United States, 31 IIS programs mandate participation by some or all providers by law and only 21 reported a mechanism in place to enforce the mandate. In addition, there is variability about which types of providers (ie, public providers, private providers, or VFC providers) and what ages fall under the mandate. Vaccination providers have expressed concerns over technological constraints, as well as time and staffing demands required to enter complete and timely reports into the system.

Client participation and confidentiality requirements may limit the ways in which IIS data can be entered, retrieved, or used for clinical and public health purposes. State policies differ, with 3 IIS programs (Texas, Montana, and South Carolina) requiring written consent to participate in the IIS for all ages (through adulthood) and 8 IIS programs (Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Montana, New Jersey, New York City, New York State, and Texas) requiring consent for individuals 19 years and older. The requirements of the federal Family Educational and Rights to Privacy Act (FERPA) also restrict opportunities to update IIS records using information provided to schools because of requirements for parental or adult client consent for such use. Confidentiality requirements can limit provider access to client records across IIS jurisdictions (although different city and state programs do have data exchange agreements or provide clients access to hard copies of vaccination records), thereby limiting the potential benefits of IIS.

Integration of IIS with other child health information systems (eg, newborn screening) can provide additional benefits by consolidating health information within a single system. Integrated child health information systems reduce duplication of data collected and improve the coordination of services provided,
ensuring that all children receive needed preventive care services and case management.\textsuperscript{250}

\section*{Conclusion}

The studies included in this review provide evidence that IISs are effective in improving vaccination-related activities linked to increased vaccination rates and reduced risk for vaccine-preventable disease. Evidence from 240 published articles and conference abstracts demonstrate IIS capabilities to (1) create or support effective interventions such as client reminder and recall, provider assessment and feedback, and provider reminders (47 studies); (2) determine client vaccination status for decisions made by clinicians, health care systems, and schools (14 studies); (3) generate and evaluate public health responses to outbreaks of vaccine-preventable disease (18 studies); (4) inform assessments of vaccination coverage, missed vaccination opportunities, invalid dose administration, disparities in vaccination rates (110 studies), and vaccine safety and effectiveness (17 studies); and (5) facilitate vaccine management and accountability (14 studies).

\section*{Evidence gaps}

Only one of the included studies, from Australia, documented the association of improvements in vaccination coverage with the implementation and enhancement of an IIS. Additional studies are needed, especially in US settings, that examine the overall impact of IIS (or IIS activities) either on vaccination coverage in the general population or on important target populations with gaps in coverage.

Few studies provided information relevant to an assessment of the utility of IIS for vaccination providers in clinical settings. Descriptions, assessments, and evaluations focused on the utility of, or barriers to, the use of IIS in day-to-day operations of vaccination providers in a range of clinical settings would provide important information to help determine the overall value of these interventions and identify tools, interactions, and reporting policies in need of adjustment or modification.

As a population-based resource, IIS should capture data and provide services to all members of the population, including groups with lower rates of vaccination coverage. Future studies could examine participation rates and record capture based on demographic characteristics such as race/ethnicity, household income, and insurance status. If IIS records included all data elements specified in the IIS Functional Standards, these analyses could be conducted using solely IIS data. (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/func-stds.html). Until IIS consistently capture complete demographic data, this would likely require merging with data from other sources.

Although annual program surveys identify a wide range of IIS-supported actions, such as generation of client reminders, the extent of these activities within the covered population remains unclear. A survey of pediatricians conducted in 2013 by the AAP found that over 70\% of respondents reported using their state IIS. Among IIS users, 70\% reported using it to recall patients for needed vaccines, and nearly all (97\%) said that it reduces unnecessary vaccination.\textsuperscript{251} Future studies should attempt to quantify the frequency and reach of various IIS activities within the population.

\section*{Limitations of this review}

The findings of this review are subject to a number of limitations. This project, unlike previous Community Guide reviews, included reports of program descriptions, actions, and experiences and considered this information as evidence contributing to a determination of effectiveness. In most cases, these reports do not provide a formal comparison, although a change in system capability or impact is implied. Of the evidence that included a formal comparison, the most common evaluation was a simple before-after format, a study design that is subject to the influences of potential biases, trends, or other explanatory factors.

Although the search of published evidence was systematic, screening by the team of abstracts from selected US conferences with a known focus on immunization research might have introduced or reinforced a selection bias in the inclusion of evidence. In addition, half of the studies included in this review came from IISs within the US Sentinel Site program, which has requirements to present and submit for publication as a condition of funding. Although Sentinel Sites provide a good understanding of the potential of all IISs, once they have achieved the required levels of participation, these capabilities and findings might not be universally applicable to IIS. However, as more IISs achieve the levels of reporting and timeliness required of Sentinel Sites, the findings from these studies may become more universally applicable.

\section*{Discussion}

This review provides a systematic and organized synthesis of a large body of evidence on capabilities and effectiveness of IIS. The 240 included studies describe and evaluate a wide range of public health and clinical activities to support public health efforts to conduct assessments of vaccination rates and disparities in coverage, to identify individuals and populations for additional immunization-related intervention, to
improve vaccination-related decisions and actions in routine and public health emergency situations, and to support studies assessing vaccine uptake, effectiveness, and safety. Together, the evidence documents utility of IIS for vaccination providers and public health decision makers at the local, state, and national levels and provides a wide range of options for activities to examine and address patient status and local concerns and emergencies.

One primary goal of efforts to implement, populate, and maintain IIS is to support vaccination providers by facilitating (1) vaccination decisions with patients, (2) common immunization-related activities such as generation of vaccination record forms, (3) access to additional interventions to increase vaccination rates and reduce missed opportunities, and (4) interactions with public health and public sector immunization services. Most US state and city IISs include capabilities to generate or support effective interventions to increase vaccination rates, specifically client reminder/recall notices, assessment and feedback activities, and reminder systems for vaccination providers, as suggested by IIS annual report data (see Table 1). However, few studies included in this review provided information about vaccine providers’ use of IIS. Some studies have examined effectiveness and use of IIS for generating reminders for pediatric and adolescent populations, but no formal evaluations examined the frequency of consultation of IIS for clinical decision making within a population of vaccination providers. Without a better understanding of the relationships between providers and these systems in clinical settings, it will remain difficult to (1) assess the utility of IIS for vaccination providers, (2) identify barriers to regular use, and (3) determine how each of the different IIS capabilities contributes to improvements in vaccination rates. The lack of information on the use of IIS in clinical settings is, therefore, especially unfortunate because, if fully used by vaccination providers (or within a participating health care system), these IIS capabilities alone could translate into improved patient follow-up and fewer missed vaccination opportunities.

Studies identified in this review provide some information on the use of IIS by schools and health care organizations. For schools, IIS access provides an efficient mechanism for determining and documenting student vaccination requirements. For health care systems, adoption of IIS as the vaccination database, or incorporation of IIS data into existing EHRs through automated data exchange, can reduce duplication of record keeping, support assessment and feedback initiatives for providers, and facilitate reporting of relevant coverage rates associated with participation in HEDIS. In both settings, participation by an entire system (e.g., school district, health care organization) also provides the opportunity to expand enrollment and documentation substantially, further enhancing the completeness and utility of the IIS for the community.

Annual IIS program surveys conducted by the CDC indicate general trends of improved and expanded capabilities of US systems. Table 1 describes the number of immunization programs in the United States that are supported by an IIS that serves their entire state/city jurisdiction and the expanding IIS functionalities that support immunization programs and other immunization stakeholders. These data suggest that programs and partners are increasingly using IIS to facilitate a wide range of interventions, assessments, and response efforts. Table 2 describes population and provider site participation in IIS over time and documents noted improvements in data capture across the life span. In 2002, 64% of IISs were including immunization data for populations of all ages, whereas in 2011, reported inclusion of life span data had increased to 93%. From 2002 to 2011, a 65% increase in the percentage of children participating in IIS and 4-fold increase in provider site participation were observed. It is important to recognize that the definition of child participation in an IIS requires that a child younger than 6 years have a minimum of 2 routinely recommended vaccines entered into an IIS, far fewer vaccines than a child needs to achieve up-to-date status even during infancy. While national trends indicate enhanced IIS functionality and improved data quality, IISs exist at varying levels of maturity, which impacts their ability to support vaccination providers and other immunization stakeholders.

Currently, most IISs in the United States rely on voluntary participation and reporting from vaccination providers to achieve functional levels of data completeness. Without reporting mandates, it is difficult to improve provider participation and timeliness of immunization reporting—issues that directly affect the utility of the system—both for individual clinical care decisions and for population-based assessments and actions. Evidence from Australia’s ACIR indicates that IIS can achieve very high levels of participation and data completeness through coordination of system entry and reporting. In Australia, incentives have been offered both to parents whose children were up-to-date with immunizations (or who had filed an exemption) and to vaccination providers based on up-to-date coverage rates within their client population.

Although coordinated incentives may not be feasible universally at the IIS program level in the United States, elements could be considered for application in some US settings, such as incentives offered by participating health care systems to vaccination providers based on vaccination and reporting performance. In addition, there are substantial barriers to developing a national IIS in the United States, because each immunization...
program must incorporate unique state or city immunization laws and policies into its IIS functionality, which sometimes create barriers for the exchange of data across state lines.252

While child and provider site participation in IIS is currently high, completeness and timeliness of reporting in US systems may further improve in coming years for a variety of reasons. First, several states have adopted mandatory reporting requirements for some vaccinations, especially for vaccines provided through the VFC program. Second, national, state, and local IIS stakeholders have engaged to develop and publish additional standards to support common IIS functions including CDSi (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/interop-proj/cds.html), operational IIS best practice guidelines (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/activities/mirow.html), electronic messaging and transport layer standards (http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/interop-proj/ehr.html), and patient-level deduplication guidelines. The publication and implementation of these standards allow IIS to consolidate knowledge from diverse systems, support consistent best practices across the IIS community, more effectively and efficiently exchange data with other electronic data systems, and reduce costs required for each IIS to address tasks individually. Third, several initiatives have provided federal support for enhanced IIS data use and system functionality. Immunization programs that receive funds under section 317 of the Public Health Service Act are encouraged to use their IIS to assess vaccination coverage for subpopulations (eg, geographic and provider-based populations) to identify pockets of need that might benefit from intervention. To further support enhanced IIS functionality, the CDC has awarded $18.7 million to 37 IISs since

### Table 1: IIS Data Use and System Functionality Reported by 56 US City- or State-Based Immunization Programs Receiving Grant Funding From CDC in 2002, 2006, and 2011a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIS Data Use and System Functionality</th>
<th>2002 (n = 42b)</th>
<th>2006 (n = 52b)</th>
<th>2011 (n = 55b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reminder/recall for clientsc</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFIX (provider assessment and feedback)c</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasting algorithm (provider reminders)d</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-date assessments (individual)/coverage (population)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>41/44</td>
<td>48/49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine surveillance (look-up vaccine history)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbreak management</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New vaccine uptake</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track doses administered</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pockets of need</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency preparedness</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track adverse events</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; IIS, immunization information system; N/A, not available; AFIX, Assessment, Feedback, Incentives, and eXchange.

bNumber of immunization programs supported by an IIS that serves the entire state/city.
cInterventions recommended by the Community Preventive Services Task Force.

### Table 2: Population and Provider Site Participation in IIS in 2002, 2006, and 2011a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability of Reporting IIS Programs</th>
<th>2002 (n = 42b)</th>
<th>2006 (n = 52b)</th>
<th>2011 (n = 55b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of life span IIS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of children participating (aged &lt;6 y; 2+ immunizations)c</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of adolescents participating (aged 11-17 y; 2+ immunization during adolescence)c</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of adults participating (aged ≥19 y; 1+ immunization during adulthood)c</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of public provider sites active in the IISd</td>
<td>4 432</td>
<td>7 184</td>
<td>12 688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of private provider sites active in the IISd</td>
<td>7 548</td>
<td>29 348</td>
<td>41 647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of doses reported within 30 d of administration</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; IIS, immunization information system.
bNumber of immunization programs supported by an IIS that serves the entire state/city.
cImmunizations do not include travel vaccine or 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic vaccine.
dProvider reported data to the IIS in the previous 6 months.
2011 to establish and/or enhance interfaces between IIS and VTrckS, CDC’s national vaccine ordering and inventory management system for publicly purchased vaccine. Four additional programs have committed to using their IISs to interface with VTrckS. In these states and cities, vaccination providers who wish to participate in the VFC program order and manage publicly purchased vaccine through the IIS.\textsuperscript{253} Finally, the modernization of health care in the United States through the electronic exchange of data to support clinical care is anticipated to positively impact IIS. The use of 2-dimensional barcode technology to record and electronically report vaccine information, including product and manufacturer, lot expiration date, and lot number, to EHRs and IIS is expected to further improve IIS data quality.\textsuperscript{6}

Several initiatives have been established to support interoperability in the United States. The ARRA investment in the Section 317 Immunization Program was provided to expand access to vaccines and vaccination services by making more vaccines available, increase national public awareness and knowledge about the benefits and risks of vaccines and vaccine-preventable diseases, and strengthen the evidence base for vaccination policies and programs. The Health Information Technology for Clinical and Economic Health (HITECH) Act includes provisions intended to “accelerate adoption of nationally certified EHR systems, standardize EHR products, support growth in the health information technology workforce, and facilitate secure exchange of health data between disparate partners.”\textsuperscript{254(p11)} The Prevention and Public Health Fund (PPHF),\textsuperscript{255} created by the Affordable Care Act, was established to invest in prevention and public health programs to improve health and help limit the growth in health care costs. And, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services established an initiative that provides financial incentives to eligible health care providers that acquire certified EHR products and demonstrate meaningful use of these products, defined in part as the exchange of data with IIS (https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/meaningful_use.html). From 2010 to July 2013, the CDC awarded $46.2 million of American Recovery Reinvestment Act/HITECH and PPHF funds to 37 IISs to enhance interoperability between EHRs and IIS and support the meaningful use initiative. It is anticipated that these activities will result in more complete immunization histories in IIS and improve the timeliness of data submissions to IIS.

With all US jurisdictions, excluding 1 state, supported by an IIS, the findings of this review provide information on the use of programs on efforts to support, expand, enhance, evaluate, or revise their own operations and to improve interactions with vaccination providers and patients.
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Appendix

Search for Evidence

This Task Force finding is based on studies identified in the search period (1994-2011). Reference lists of articles reviewed as well as lists in review articles were also searched, and members of our coordination team were consulted for additional references.

Search Strategy

Details of the search (1994-2011)

The team conducted a broad literature search to identify studies evaluating the effectiveness of an IIS or population-based vaccination database, or the effectiveness of an intervention generated from an IIS, or describe an IIS capability linked to increasing vaccination rates or reducing vaccine-preventable disease. The following 9 databases were searched during the period of January 1994 up to April 2011: CABI, CINAHL, The Cochrane Library, EMBASE, ERIC, MEDLINE, PsycINFO, Sociological Abstracts, and Web of Science. Reference lists of articles reviewed as well as lists in review articles were also searched, and subject matter experts were consulted for additional references. The team also included an assessment of unpublished US literature in the form of conference abstracts. Abstracts presented at 4 selected conferences (Immunization Registry Conference; National Immunization Conference, Pediatric Academic Society, Vaccine University) in the United States were searched during the period January 2002 to April 2011. To be included in the review, a study had to

- have a publication date of 1994-2011;
- evaluate vaccinations recommended for children, adolescents, and/or adults;
- meet the evidence review and Guide chapter development team’s definition of the interventions;
- be a primary research publication or US conference abstract with 1 or more outcomes related to the analytic frameworks;
- take place in a high-income country or countries;
- be written in English;
- report 1 or more quantitative outcomes (changes in vaccination rates, coverage, or uptake; reductions in missed opportunities) or describe system capabilities linked to increasing vaccinations or reducing vaccine-preventable disease.

Search Terms

MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) were exploded to include all related subject headings. British spelling variations, plurals, title, abstract, and keywords were searched in the non-MEDLINE databases as well.

1. Immunization
2. Vaccination
3. Immunization information system
4. Immunization registry
5. Vaccination registry